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TWO TYPES OP COURT HALL
By S. E. RIGOLD, M.A., P.S.A.
MEDIEVAL English, public halls are a poor lot; only in East Anglia do
they come within hailing distance of the glories of the Netherlands and
north Germany. Those of Kent, apart from the Maison Dieu of Dover,
which is in origin a religious building, are no better than the average.
In Hasted's time the customary usage, in preference to 'Town Hall',
'Guildhall' or 'Market Hall', was 'Court Hall',1 thus stressing the
juridical function.
Such halls fall into two main classes:
(i) mutations of the typical late-medieval dwelling-house—a ground
floor hall, usually a high hall, with a storeyed chamber at either end
(compare Canterbury, below) ;2
(ii) specialized derivatives of the early medieval 'first-floor hall'. The
oldest examples (Ipswich; Great Yarmouth Tollhouse) had strong
undercrofts and external staircases. An intermediate form (compare
Pordwich and Milton, below) has an internal staircase and the groundfloor divided into various compartments, sometimes let out for hire.
This type leads down to the simple 'church-house', 'marriage-room', etc.,
common in many parts, but not in Kent,3 while occasionally what
purports to be a two-storey warehouse has an upper floor with a finish
that suggests that it could be used as a hall (compare the remarkable
building at Paversham known as 'T.S. Hasarde'). Later developments
produced the typical English town hall of the sixteenth to eighteenth
centuries (found, for instance, in every self-respecting small town in the
Cotswolds), largely carried on pillars, but with an internal staircase and
a small store or lock-up below.4 A smaller version, polygonal in plan
1
2

Of. Hasted, quarto ed., ix, 61, xi., 108-110.
e.g. Leicester Guildhall (with base-cmcks); St. Mary's Hall, Coventry
(early
fifteenth century); Lavenham, Suffolk (early sixteenth century).
3
Situated near the churchyard; cf. Matching and Ashdon, Essex; Long
Orendon,
Bucks; Dorchester, Oxon.
4
Among the earliest is Thaxted, Essex (late fifteenth, early sixteenth
century; all-timber-framed, doubly jettied). The type is known in Germany,
especially Hesse—the best-known is Miehelstadt (late fifteenth century; also
all-timber-framed).
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(once represented at Sevenoaks;5 the best known is at Wymondham,
Norfolk),6 may owe something to the covered 'butter-cross', with only
a loft above it.7 The rectangular types were adopted for school-houses
and sometimes (compare Milton, below) the same building served both
purposes.8 Faversham has two later sixteenth-century examples of the
class, beside the earlier 'Hasarde': the Market House, Kent's finest
specimen of a Town Hall on pillars, all in timber, and the Old Grammar
School, now Freemasons' Hall, which is pillared under the jetty.9 The
tiny, hip-roofed, single-celled courthouse of Marden is too simple to fit
into either category.
Apart from the need to publish archaeological information in the
writer's hands, the three examples here treated provide useful comparative studies: Canterbury and Milton Regis, different in status but
similar in date, exemplify the two main classes, while Fordwich, in size
and disposition, if not in formal respect, the equal of Milton, shows
developments in the critical last century of medieval timber building
that must be relevant in many other contexts.
CANTERBURY GUILDHALL
The Guildhall comprised a single range, at right angles to the High
Street, the vestibule section, the hall proper and the Mayor's Parlour10
following in series along the west side of Guildhall Street. But this street
was only made in 180611 and older plans include at least part of its area
in the curtilege of the Guildhall, which was lighted from this side.
Though not heavily damaged in the War, in 1950 the Hall was pronounced to be in such dilapidation as to require virtually complete
rebuilding and, eventually, it was agreed to abandon the historic site to
commercial purposes. Since 1955 a tame and inconspicuous row of
shops has occupied this visually important position—such is the
English self-effacement of a city less than 90 miles from Bruges. At the
insistence of the Ancient Monuments Department of the Ministry of
Works as much as was viable of the Norman cellar beneath the Hall
was preserved.12
6
Sir J. Dunlop, The Pleasant Town of Sevenoaks, esp. p. 83 (picture of the
old Market
House, built before 1554, demolished 1843).
0
Elizabethan in present form, but the posts are earlier.
7
i.e. the pre-Reformation form, with central cross-shaft (Chichester, Malmesbury, Salisbury), not the more or less classical pillared shelter, of which Bast
Anglia has a large selection, but Canterbury once had a fine example in the Butter
Market.
8
Other cases are Finchingfield and Steeple Bumpstead, Essex.
0
Completed 1682 (Arch. Oant., Ixxviii (1963), 118), subsequently moved.
10
With a chamber over, for standard measures, books and archives (W.
Goatling,
A Walk in and about Canterbury, 2nd. ed. (1827), 49).
11
Gostling, op. oit., 65.
ia
The drawings (figs. 1, 2) are partly based, by permission of the Town Clerk,
on plans for a reconstruction that came to nothing.
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Externally the Hall was stucco-rendered, with classical detail. The
High Street front had a pediment and four Corinthian, pilasters, on a
high, rusticated podium with arched openings. Until 1904, when the
podium and pilasters were continued along Guildhall Street, this side
was of unrendered brick, with large semi-circular-headed openings.13
Gostling ascribes the brick building to Queen Aime's time (in fact the
rebuilding was piecemeal, beginning slightly earlier)14 and describes a
conduit-head, set in the High Street front in 1733 by Sir John Hales.15
But the general aspect of this somewhat ill-proportioned facade, though
not altered in 1904, suggested an early nineteenth-century refurbishment, and it is hard to say how much of the design went back to the
late seventeenth or early eighteenth. More pertinent is Gostling's
description of the arrangement at the vestibule end, with two staircases
(for elections) and two ante-rooms (for jurors and prisoners), possibly
repeating two quasi-domestic service-rooms in the medieval building.16
The brick structure concealed parts of a Hall ordered in 1438, for which
the contract has been published by Dr. Salzman.17 Probably nothing of
the medieval Hall survived at the 'low' end, but the partition-frame
between the 'high' end and Mayor's parlour, with its upper chamber,
was complete, and the tie-beams and wall-plates of the hall itself were
there, though apparently little else, above or below that level. The Hall
of 1438 was entirely timber-framed—the contract concerns carpenters
only but notices in the City muniments testify to an earlier hall on the
same site, adjoining the Lion Inn, and repaired in 1408 ;18 a Guildhall is
regularly mentioned from c. 1400 ;19 it seems also to have inherited the
name of 'speech house' or locutorium from a yet earlier hall on another
site20 and is probably to be identified with the hall which contained the
municipal prison at the High Street end.21 The purely archaeological
18
Photos before and after 1904 in the Canterbury Mayoral Quincentenary
(1948),
p. 4.
14
Gostling, op. cit. in note 10, 49; but of. the 'Minutes from the ancient records
& accounts in the chamber of Canterbury', published by Alderman Bunce ('Civis')
in the Kentish Gazette in 1800 and hereinafter referred to as 'Bunco's Minutes';
it here appears (Pt. I, 16. IX. 1800) that the N, chamber (Mayor's Parlour) was
rebuilt in 1689 and the S. end in 1697, and (Pt. XII, 2. XII, 1800) a portrait of
Q. Anne was put hi the reconstructed hall in 1709. The writer is grateful to Miss
Louise
Millard for this reference.
16
Gostling, ibid. Was this the real date of the facade?
10
Gostling, ibid.
17
L. F. Salzman, Building in England, 610-12.
18
'Bunco's Minutes' (v. note 14), Pt. I, cited by F. Summerly, Handbook to
Canterbury, ed. J. Brent, 1855 (alterations to Moothall, adjoining Lion Inn,
including a new chamber, 1408); W. Somner, Antiquities of Canterbury, ed. N.
Battely,
1703, 66 (Speech-house, near Lion, 1414).
19
W. G. Urry, Canterbury under the Angewn Kings, 130; the earliest citation
in 'Bunco's
Minutes', Pt. I, is 1427.
20
Somner, as cited in note 18; for the earlier speech-house(s), ITrry, op. cit.,
91-92.
•
•
21
Somner, ibid.
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evidence here presented and the terms of the contract of 1438 suggest
that the undercrofts beneath the Hall of that date were completed by
some time in the fourteenth century and that they had carried an
earlier hall which predetermined the dimensions of its fifteenth-century
successor. The undercrofts included a late twelfth-century unit, and
subsequent extensions, with an absolute terminus ante quern, for all
parts, of 1438. The points now to be considered are (a) the elucidation
of the remains of the fifteenth-century Hall in the light of the contract,
and (b) the analysis of the underlying stone structures. There will be
no further discussion of the post-medieval work.
The Fifteenth-century Guildhall (Fig. 1). The indenture, of which
Dr. Salzman prints the full text, which is in English,22 is in the City
muniments. It is dated 20th December, 1438, and provides for the
frame to be complete, with laths in position, ready to tile and to daub,
by 1st August (St. Peter in chains), 1439, for a total cost of £43 6s. 8d.
The parties are five citizens of Canterbury and six men, all from
Woodchurch except one, from Ivychurch, of whom three are carpenters
and three are substantial yeomen23 who presumably supplied the
timber. That this team should come over twenty miles, in preference to
local craftsmen, suggests that they were habitually, if not permanently,
organized as a partnership, in a position to outbid others for larger
contracts, and it may emerge that widely scattered later halls of similar
detail may be the work of such relatively large 'firms' with extensive
practices. The hall they undertake to make, called 'Ildhall' (not Court
Hall or Speech House) is to be precisely 41 ft. 10 in. long (other dimensions not specified) and of four bays, with three middle-beams (ties),
12 in. thick and 18 in. broad (i.e. deep) at the centre. Modernizing the
operative terms in the order cited, these ties were to be 'pendanted',
'with braces embowed', with wall-plates . . . fulfilling the spandrels of
the braces, with mountants, liernes, braces, rafters, with ashlars, footlaces or jowe-pieces and surfaces'. The rafters were to be diminished
slightly towards the apex. There was to be a high dais (i.e. a canopy) on
the high bench, as well as side-benches, and, for lighting, windows and
four 'gapias' (hardly dormers,24 but a high 'frieze-windows' on the
otherwise blind west side). There were to be two ground-floor chambers,
reaching to the street, at the south end of the hall, with a 'double stage,
jettied' above them, and a chamber at the north end with a single
jettied 'stage'.
There is no question of the identity of the building; apart from the
mention in the indenture of the adjoining Lion Inn, the length of
the hall proper is exactly right. Neither is there any question of the
™ Vide note 17.
Including one of the Harlackenden family, soon to graduate to gentility.
Pace Salzman, op. eit.; they are quite alien to 'trussed-rafter' roofs.
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essentially domestic plan. The street level in the fifteenth, though not
necessarily the twelfth, century was much as today; the pre-existing
undercrofts had become practically subterranean cellars, and the hall
can be treated as a ground-floor structure. The north-end chamber,
beyond the 'high bench', was the 'Mayor's Parlour', precisely in the
position of the parlour of a house, and the partition-frame between it
and the hall (Fig. 1,A), folio wed the pattern of many domestic partitionframes, with arch-braces running parallel to down-braces, and a braced
crown-post above the tie, though the roof of the chamber over the
Mayor's Parlour had been renewed with queen-struts.25 At the other
end everything sounds equally consistent with a domestic plan: the
brick carcase preserved the ghost of an entrance to the 'screens' and the
limited space suggests that the ground-floor 'chambers' or ante-rooms
were side-by-side, like service-rooms.
The section of the tie-beam (Fig. 6, B), by courtesy of Miss Louise
Mallard, from a fragment preserved in the Westgate, is deep and
forward-looking for the date, with a succession of cavetti and lateral
rolls. These are the motifs which later became so common on less
fashionable buildings.
It is in the interpretation of the specified details of the roof that
questions arise. Though everything above the tie beams, except in the
partition frame, seemed to have been reconstructed, it can be deduced
from the embedded crown-post in the partition (Fig. 1, A) and the
apparent mortice-pegs on the ties that the building had originally
had crown-posts throughout. Below the ties the arrangement was more
elaborate than would be usual in a domestic hall (Fig. 1, B): of the
main posts only the heads remained (with plaster angel-corbels inserted
under them); the posts carried the main wall-plates and short archbraces, or 'knees', in the usual way, but there were covings rising from
moulded rails, linking the posts below their heads, to inset moulded
'jowpes' or cornice-pieces. The covings thus 'fulfilled the sprandrels of
the (arch-)braces' and in this phrase 'wall-plates' may cover all the
longitudinal members. Taking the subsequent terms in turn, 'mountants'
(the usual word for the upright members in any form of roof)26 must
mean the crown-posts; 'Kernes', which is to be taken closely with
'mountants', in other contexts seems to be used for the heavy collars of
a double-framed roof,27 but here can only imply either the light collars
of each couple or the collar-purlins that join them; 'braces', following,
should mean the light braces between the light collars (which otherwise
25
The queen-struts supported principals, not collars; this was doubtless the
roof20 of 1689.
'Mountants', 'Mountings', Mountains', 'Muntins', etc., meaning erownposts, king-posts, king-struts even hammer-posts and queen-struts, according
to context;
Salzman, op, tit. in note 17, 212, 218, 442, 612.
27
Salzman, ibid., 212, 236.
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might also be called liernes) and the 'rafters' that are mentioned next;
these correspond with the 'ashlars' rising from the jowpes, which are
undoubtedly the 'footlacesor jowe-pieces'; 'surlaces' (elsewhere soulaces,
suthlaces) are either the ribs of the covings or short horizontal spurs
from the 'jowpes' to the wall-plates (if there were any: there were
certainly reinforcing pieces in this line, perhaps added, against the
sides of the ties—Fig. 1, B, right). 'Soulaces', 'ashlars' and 'jowpes' are
mentioned together in other contexts, denoting a triangulation at the
base of a roof.28
While any part of a timber-framed structure for which the contract
is known is so rare that its loss must be regretted, in this case it
must be admitted that the evidence on either part was somewhat
defective.
The Stone Cellars (Figs. 1, 2, 3; Plate I, A). These ran under the
entire building, with floors between 6 and 7 ft. below the pavement
level. They comprise—plan, Fig. 2: (Y) under the dais platform and
part of the Mayor's Parlour, a late Norman undercroft, two bays by two,
with a central pillar; and Zl, Z2 two plain rubble extensions, covering
the rest of the site, no part of which seemed to be contemporary with Y.
These lie to the north-east and south-west, but hereafter will be referred
to as 'north' and 'south', with other orientations corresponding, treating
the High Street as notionally east-west.
The extensions (Z), of which nothing now remains, were clearly
intended for a building not only of the same length as the final one but
adjusted to much the same external level, since they had no windows—
only wall-lockers (L) and corbels to support a flat ceiling. Structurally,
this could have been the fifteenth-century hall, but on stratigraphic
evidence (see 'Excavation') a date not later than the third quarter of the
fourteenth century would seem acceptable, at least for the southern
extension. Thus the extensions may be associated with the earlier 'hall',
though there was no particular sign of the recorded prison.
Of the twelfth-century vaulted undercroft (Y) the central pillar
(Fig. 3, D) and a large part of the east and south walls are preserved.
The west wall was fairly complete but heavily calcined and has now
been removed; nothing remained of the north wall except the northwest angle at low level. It is not now known where the original entrance
was, nor whether there was a spiral stair to the storey above. There
were two openings in the south wall: that in the south-west bay was
medieval, with a low two-centred head and a rebate towards the
southern extension, that in the adjoining bay was recent, or much
enlarged. In the lateral walls were wide-splayed windows, later blocked,
in both northern bays, implying an external level at least two feet lower
than the present, and wall-lockers in the southern bays, the eastern one
28

Ibid., 211, 450, 480, 528, 530.
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FIG. 3. Canterbury Guildhall. Details of Norman Cellar.

altered and the western one set in a chalk rubble blocking, possibly of a
doorway. The central pillar, shafts in each corner (Fig. 3, B, C) and
corbels in the middle of the walls (Fig. 3, A) had originally carried a
groined, ribbed vault, which was replaced (in the fourteenth century?)
by two low, rough, chalk barrel-vaults, to accommodate the levelfloored hall above, and some of the ribs were used in a low segmental
arch, later supported by a spine-wall, from the pillar to the middle of
the south wall, between the barrel vaults. Later, a transverse wall was
inserted to support the partition frame between the hall and the
Mayor's Parlour. The transverse ribs rose steeply, suggesting that they
intersected to form quite a sharply pointed arch; even if the diagonal
ribs formed semicircular arches, the crown of the vault would have been
some 6 ft. above the present external level, leaving less than half of the
undercroft below ground.
The column and much of the west wall-facing is of cut Caen stone,
with coarse, but generally vertical, tooling, the core is chalk, and the
east face mostly flint rubble. The pillar (Fig. 3, D) has two high, cylindrical chamfered offsets on a square padstone, a shaft of eight ashlar
courses, 4 ft. 6 in. high, and a multi-scalloped capital with a strongly
9
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overhung abacus. The corner-shafts (Plate I, A; Fig. 3, B, C) and
corbels (Kg. 3, A) bear much simplified waterleaf capitals, flanked, on
the corbels, by simple leaf ornaments; each capital was slightly different.
The vault-ribs were of carinate profile, flanked by cavetti.29 The undercroft was therefore an ornate and well-finished room, not a store—far
less a prison—and the fairly small, nearly square, upper chamber it
carried must have been of comparable pretension. It dates from well
into the second half of the twelfth century, and formed part of one of
the stone houses of which Dr. TJrry records many in the City at this
period;30 though his evidence does not cover this or the adjoining tenements Dr. Urry considers it possible that it was already the home of
some corporate body, but it may equally have been a private dwelling.
In any case it is difficult to reconstruct the complete house. The undercroft and chamber formed a structural 'cell' which, though partly
underground, must be distinguished from the unified, 'split-level'
dwelling of the following century;31 it stood free on both sides, with the
external approach to the upper chamber presumably from the court
to the east that flanked the subsequent Guildhall. If it formed the
attached solar-block of a ground-floor hall extending to the street this
hall was a large one. Though it was not a Christ Church property, and
there is no reason to suppose a religious owner, the nearest structural
parallels, though somewhat older, are in the square undercroft of the
prior of Lewes's inn at Southwark,32 and perhaps the square, almost
'keep-like', unit in the bishop's palace at Norwich.
Excavation. On removing the west lateral walls two distinct strata
(Fig. 1, A, B) appeared: almost up to the window-sills of the undercroft
the soil was blackish and nearly barren; above this it was brown and
full of rubbish, the pottery mainly of thirteenth-century types. Against
the southern extension (B) was the distinct back-fill of the constructiontrench, containing wares that went down to the mid-fourteenth century,
but nothing certainly later (for pottery see Appendix B).
Subsequently Mr. Frank Jenkins examined the stratification beneath the floor of the southern undercroft in the pit dug for a stanchion.
29
A. W. Clapham, English Romanesque Architecture after the Conquest, 123,
no. 15, for a carinate rib as early as 1160-70, and 121, no. 12, for a comparable
abacus.
so TJrry, Op. tit. in note 19, 193; the surviving remains are slight fragments
of the house of Jacob the Jew under the County Hotel; the thirteenth-century
cellar at the corner of Mercery Lane, under Boot's, though roughly square, is
different—two cross-vaulted bays with barrel-vaulted adjuncts j of. the list in
M. E. Wood, The English Medieval House, 95-98, where the Guildhall vault is
dated
c. 1180—the writer agrees.
31
Of. P. A. Faulkner in Aroh. Journ., cxxiii (1966), 120 ff.; with a lower
street-level a hypothetical thirteenth-century south section could have had
'split levels', but the immediate predecessor of the hall of 1438 probably had a
similar, and typically later medieval longitudinal section, which is precisely as
that82 cited by Faulkner, in Exeter, ibid., p. 126, fig. 4.
C. E. Gault in Arehceologia, xxv (1834), 67.
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By his kindness this section is now added to the general section through
the front undercroft (Fig. 1, B), but it must be considered schematic
since it was cut some distance to the south of the main section. The
ultimate floor, on gritty, orange clay, overlay the presumably original
lime floor of the undercroft, on a bed of carbonized matter. Below this
were two layers of brown mixed soil, the lower of grittier texture,
separated by a layer of ash. The lower layer (probably both layers) was
of Roman date and directly overlay the rammed gravel surface of a
Roman street, already detected on this line. The Roman levels thus
come closer to the early medieval surface in this central point of the
City than in more peripheral parts and the blackish soil must be
equated with the similar spread which overlies Roman deposits, sometimes to a considerable thickness, in many parts of city.38 Only the top
few inches seemed to show any medieval disturbance.
MILTON REGIS COURT HALL (Plate I, B; II, A)
Milton Regis, though a port and market town on a royal demesne of
unsounded antiquity, subsequently mediatized34 was never a corporate
borough. It had an elected Portreeve who exercised some of the functions
of a mayor in mercantile and day-to-day affairs, but the territorial
jurisdiction was handled by the manorial steward at a court held at
Easter and Michaelmas.35 The Court Hall was used by both functionaries
and in it was kept an Elizabethan bushel measure, the dispute about the
possession of which ended graciously when the Lord of the Manor,
having established that there was no corporate entity to hold it,
presented it to Sittingbourne and Milton Regis U.D.C.36 Hasted testifies
that, when not needed for public meetings the Court Hall was used as a
school, and that beneath it was the town prison.37
The preservation of the Court Hall stands to the credit of many
individuals through the difficult years between the effective dismantling
of the old manorial regime in the 1920s38 and the restoration of the Hall
in the ownership of the local authority in 1959. The last Portreeve,
Sydney T. Nicholls, bought the freehold personally in order to save the
Hall, and repaired it.39 In 1944 it was damaged by enemy action, but
received prompt 'first-aid' through the energetic interest of Mr. M. W.
Lashmar, then surveyor to the U.D.C., and the Ancient Monuments
33
31
35
36
3
*
38

1925.
38

Very thick and obvious in the recent Rose Lane-Gravel Path excavation.
Not until 1609.
Hasted, quarto ed., vi, 166, 177.
Arch. Cant., xxxix (1927), 165.
Hasted, quarto ed., vi, 167.
i.e. the extinction of most manorial incidents under the Acts of 1920 and
As note 36, with photos of the Hall in. its former condition.
11
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Department of the Ministry of Works.40 When Mr. Nicholls died in 1945
it was bought by another loyal Miltonian, Councillor T. Buggs and
presented to the U.D.C. in 1949. Repairs continued with limited funds,
under Mr. Lashmar's guidance, including a bold operation of jacking up
the sunken east frame. Finally, in 1957/8 restoration was completed,
with a grant from the Historic Buildings Council and a generous
donation from Captain J. M. Clarke, who undertook the work. A new
south end-frame was made, incorporating a window from a demolished
house at 34 Mill Street, Milton (see Appendix A). The drawings here
published are, to some extent, based on the working-drawings prepared
by the U.D.C. Surveyors' Department. After a formal opening on
20th May, 1959, the Hall has housed a local museum.
The Hall (Fig. 4; Plate I, B; II, A) lies north-south, presenting its
unjettied west side to the road and its jettied east side to an area
formerly encumbered with out-buildings, but originally a small
market-place. Excavation by Mr. D. A. Ponton revealed something of
its flint-cobbled surface, beneath which were traces of Anglo-Saxon
burials, perhaps part of a much more extensive cemetery.41
The southernmost bay of the Hall had been mutilated and abutted
on to a later, half-hipped, cross-wing, of flimsy construction, now
removed. The restoration supplies a hipped roof at this end, to correspond with the original hip at the north, and, below the imported
window mentioned above, there is now an entrance in the south wall.
It is probable but not certain, that this end was originally hipped; it is
almost certain that it did not contain an entrance. These features, and
any other members for which there is no definite evidence from mortices,
etc., are marked in light outline on the plans (Fig. 5, B, C) and in
broken lines on the elevations (Fig. 4, B, D). Before the repairs much
of the hall had been clad in weatherboarding; this has been removed,
and a little of what infilling remained on the upper floor has been
retained—both of the original wattle-work, and of a later treatment in
which the outer rendering was incised with false ashlar-joints.
With the exception of the prison-cell (see below) the Hall is a good
example of 'open-frame' building, in which the only heavy timbers are
the main structural members and the curved braces; the infill, in quite
large panes, was carried on riven spiles (or light studs), which were not
meant to be exposed, though some have been left visible on the west side.
The Hall is 40 ft. long, in four bays (all five of the full-height main
posts on the west remain), but relatively narrow—the upper floor only
17 ft. wide internally. All the major longitudinal members—plates
40
It is just to recall how much the monuments of Kent owed at that time
to the
late B. H. St. J. O'Neil and B. W. Wardill.
11
Cremations and disturbed inhumations; of. Arch. Oant., Ixxviii (1963),
with references to local cemeteries (A. Meaney, Gazeteer of early A-S Burial sites
is misleading); this is cemetery I, its full extent is uncertain.
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throughout the collar-purlin—are in. two sections, spliced where they
pass the line of the central truss with a normal horizontally halved and
bridled scarf (Fig. 6, A).«
The Hall proper, i.e. the upper floor (Fig. 5, B), now appears as an
undivided room, and, since all the ties carry ornamented crown-posts,
there was clearly no partition up to the ridge. But below the tie the
slightly longer southern bay was screened off from the rest (Fig. 4, A);
the door from the stair-head was matched by a narrower door at the

u

B

TWICE SCALE

G
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FIG. 6. Timber details.
(B, Canterbury; A, F, Milton Court Hall; D, B, Milton, Mill Street;
C, G, Fordwich.)
0

For definition, Arch. Cant., Ixxxi (1966), 3-6 and fig. 1, D.
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east end of the screen, leading to an inner chamber (C). The position
of the original windows is indicated by shutter-grooves; on the east
there were pairs on either side of the intermediate trusses, one (not
restored) lighting the inner chamber; on the west there were single
windows in two bays only, balanced by single arch-braces, but a third
window was inserted later; on the north there was a central window,
later blocked, as it made the presiding official's seat intolerable. Presumably at first he had sat against a side-wall, but the present arrangement, occupying the whole north bay, with traces of a simple 'bar'
under the truss, goes back at least to the seventeenth century. There
are two tiers of rough seating, with a 'chair' formed by arm-rests on the
upper tier, and one tier of side-benches. The dwarfish scale would also
have suited the school.
The ground floor (Fig. 5, C) was entirely enclosed and divided into
two by a longitudinal partition. The eastern half was once subdivided
into four small stores by one bay each, two at least of which had small
windows with diagonal mullions; the partitions have long been removed
and the external appearance is uncertain. The western half was divided
into three: the main entrance to the stairway, which retains its solid
treads: a cellar for valuables with an irregular arrangement of studs on.
the central partition; and the last bay-and-a-third which, in contrast
to the rest of the building, are walled with heavy close-studding, and
lined with rough edge-to-edge boarding.48 This compartment, which also
differs from the others in having no brace from the main post to the
floor above, was clearly built to serve as the town prison; it has a heavy
door with a pivoted iron bar, attached to which is a small grille
fitting into an inspection-hole in the door. The boarded lining of
the cell may well be original. What remains of the partition beside
the stair is similarly treated. The west wall of the cell had broad
boarding on the exterior and was probably also studded, and the rest of
the ground-floor on this side, though now brick-filled, was originally
open-framed.
The close-studding of the cell is a notably early instance for a
special purpose, in an otherwise 'open-framed' building.44 Outside the
longitudinal partition the only other original studs define windows. The
bracing of this typical, mature south-eastern open frame is of two types
—a symmetrical arrangement of down-bracing on the jettied east wall
(Fig. 4, D; Plate II, A), and arch-bracing elsewhere (Plate I, B). This
with the normal late-medieval form of scarfing (i.e. not the splayed
scarfs that might be expected until late in the fourteenth century),45
the moderately deep (10 in. by 7 or 8 in.) tie-beams, which bear plain
43
41

The cell at Thaxted is similarly treated.
As in the 'Hasarde'; another instance of like date, for show not strength, is
Wye College Hall.
« Of. Arch. Cant., Ixxxi (1966), 3-5, fig. 1, A-C.
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chamfers, the slightly eccentric arch-braces to the ties46 and the relatively archaic and rather spindly crown-posts (Fig. 6, F), with clumsy
caps and bases, rough neck-rolls and broach-stops to the chamfers at
the base,47 would seem to point to date about the second quarter of the
fifteenth century (a date of 1450 has long been painted over the
entrance; it is not far wrong, though it has no known documentary
warrant). The Hall is a poor but contemporaneous relation of
Canterbury's.
FORDWIOH TOWN HALL (Plate II, B)
The Court Hall, Sessions House, Common Hall, Moot Hall or, now
usually, Town Hall48 served a townlet much poorer than Milton and
mediatized for a much longer time (to the Abbot of St. Augustine's) but
jealous of its ancient rights as a borough. In Hasted's day, and until
1886, shadowy 'general sessions of peace and gaol-delivery' took place
in the Court Hall, and beneath it, as at Milton, was the town prison.49
Attached to it was, and still is, the shed for the crane that provided
one of the borough's main sources of revenue.50 Fordwich had a guildhall, possibly on this site, as early as the beginning of the thirteenth
century.51
Canon C. E. Woodruff, who thoroughly explored the municipal
records, could find no account for building the Hall except a purchase
of three logs for the common house in 1474,52 and was inclined to
attribute it to that date. In the writer's opinion the upper floor at least,
is considerably later in style, and the expenditure cited by Woodruff
for tiling the Common Hall in 154463 is relevant to its reconstruction.
The tiling refers to the roof-covering, and possibly also to the 'herringbone' brick-nogging of its close-studded frame (Plate II, B). Even if, for
a few years, it had had a temporary covering of thatch, the detail seems
perfectly consistent with the supposition that the carpentry had been
provided, at no recorded expense to the town, by the wealthy Thomas
Norton, mayor, with a short interval, from 1530 to 1547,,54 possibly to
46
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Ibid., p. 15, as a progressively marked feature of later barns.
Broach, or pyramid, stops, common in stone throughout the fourteenth
century and, in Kent, later, are rare in timber and usually relatively early. The
crown-post, and some details of the frame may be compared with those in the
part48of Pitstock (Rodmersham) reconstructed at Fox Hill, Sittingbourne.
C. E. Woodruff, History of the Town and Port of Fordwich, 113, distinguishes between the Court Hall and the 'Town House' or 'Give-ale House',
rebuilt in 1565.
"
Hasted, quarto ed., ix, 61, 62.
60
C. E. Woodruff, 'Fordwioh Municipal Records', Arch. Gant., xviii (1889),
95, 61
note.
Urry, 033. cit. in note 19, 130.
H
Woodruff, op. cit. in note 48, 83.
58
54

Ibid., 86.

Woodruff, op. cit. in note 50, 87.
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celebrate the town's liberation from the interfering Abbot. The detail
throughout is of the final phase of medieval timber-framing (of.
Appendix A), and the building (section, Pig. 7) is the answer to requirements similar to those of Milton but about a century later. The
Moot Hall, or Green House, at Elstow, Beds., probably midway between
them in date, has the breadth of Fordwich but the long, four-bay plan,
with partitioned stores beneath, as at Milton.55
The ground floor is of rubble, of mixed sizes, and contains the
prison-cell (smaller than Milton's) and other stores. It is indicated
schematically on Pig. 7. The area of the first floor (Fig. 5, A), jettied
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FIQ. 7. Fordwich Town Hall.
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on three sides, is much the same as at Milton, but is in two bays only,
each much longer (nearly 16 ft.) and wider (nearly 22 ft.) than the
earlier hall. Folkestone Guildhall seems to have been of similar proportions.56 The mayor and twelve jurats of Fordwich huddled together
on a single bench, with minimal definition of the 'chair', under a simple
dais-canopy along the north wall. There are double two-light windows,
with three-centred heads, on each side of the 'high' (north) bay and in
the middle of the south wall. A stair, now bounded by Jacobean-type
J6
50

S. E. Rigold, J. Godber, and others, The Moot Hall, Elstow, 7-10.
This, demolished in 1840, was an irregular quadrilateral, not far off square,
jettied on at least two adjacent sides and gabled. The town-prison was near,
but not beneath it. S. J. Mackie, Folkestone and its Neighbourhood (1866), 83.
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balusters, emerged near the middle of the hall, and beside it is the inner
chamber or 'jury-room' (C), much smaller than at Milton. Beside seating
the corporation side-by-side in awkward dignity, this breadth of planning speaks the same language as the broad and relatively low parlours
and solars of the latest 'Wealden' houses.57 The main tie-beam is much
deeper than at Milton (1 ft. 4 in.) and the arch-braces or 'knees' correspondingly deep and thin; both bear hollow chamfers. The crown-post
is of the type, particularly common in Essex, with fillets running from
the head-braces down the shaft (Fig. 6, G). The entire frame, save the
blind north wall, is close-studded without visible braces, and the
jettying joists are masked by a fascia-board with the usual late roll-andcavetto mouldings (Fig. 6, 0). The roof is hipped at each end, with
small gablets. Even the ample and regular Kentish carpentry cannot
disguise the sense of degeneration from the functional simplicity of an
open frame, however homely. The Hall was repaired and the frame
exposed at the end of last century, having previously been masked
with rendering. Since the dissolution of the borough the Hall has been
administered by the Trustees of Fordwich United Charities.
APPENDIX A
34 MILL STREET, MTLTON REGIS
This house, totally disguised in brick and very dilapidated, contained
relics of two phases of timber construction:
A. A relatively early cross-wing, with a quite spacious solar, of
which the crown-post (Fig. 6, E) was preserved, bearing tight neck
rolls and sharply cut, scroll-type mouldings on the cap and base;
B. A two-storey hall-block, from which a highly finished window of
the upper chamber was incorporated in the Court Hall. It has two,
three-centred, arched lights, with recessed spandrels, cyma and cavetto,
meeting in a roll, on the mullion and grooves for external shutters;
below the sill, which also bore rolls and cavetti the walling was closestudded, and the soffit of the lintel again bore repetitions of roll and large
cavetto (Fig. 6, D). The general form of the windows and mouldings is
comparable to those at Fordwich and suggests a date for both around
the second quarter of the sixteenth century.
67

A contrast, as between Milton and Fordwich, may be seen by comparing
the plans and views, especially of the end-chambers, of Chessenden, Smarden,
and Pattenden, Goudhurst (the classic late hall and in the writer's view to be
associated with the Berkleys and completed with glazing in Katherine of Aragon's
time, before 1533), in H. S. Cowper's pioneer article (Arch. Gant., xxix (1911),
esp. 182 ff. and 174 ff., respectively). Compare also Appendix A, below, and the
now disused hall at Romden, Smarden, with typically late detail and the pomegranate budge of Katherine of Aragon.
.
'
•
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APPENDIX B
POTTERY FROM CANTERBURY GUILDHALL
By S. E. EIGOLD and D. C. MYNARD
The pottery (Fig. 8) from the strata exposed by removing the west
walls of the undercrofts comprises (A) that from the accumulation of
brown occupation-soil over the barren black stratum, largely subsequent to Norman undercroft but not visibly disturbed by the construction of the southern undercroft, and (B) that from the backfilling behind
the wall of the southern undercroft, the building-trench having been cut
into the black and brown strata aforementioned.
Group A was not properly sealed, but the strong predominance of
sand-tempered sherds of 'Tyler Hill' type, of the middle and later
thirteenth century suggests that most of the build-up was of that date
—only one, black, gritty sherd was of twelfth-century or earlier fabric.
The reconstructible vessels are:
1. Cooking-pot, buff, sand-tempered ware with a little shell;
horizontal, undercut rim-flange of a type hitherto called late thirteenth
century, but it occurs at Dover perhaps c. 1260.58
2. Bowl of typical 'Tyler Hill' fabric, with orange-buff surface
and similar grey, reduced core; clubbed flange to rim, stabbed at
regular intervals, with slight inner bead; date as 1—the rim-forms
occur together.59
4. Globose cooking pot, sand-tempered ware with grey core,
perhaps a late Tyler Hill vessel, stabbed on shoulder and rim; the
upstanding clubbed rim, with inner flange defining a groove for a lid,
points towards fifteenth-century forms (as from Temple Manor,
Strood),60 but is known rather earlier (e.g. from Potterspury, Northants.,
Olney Hyde, Bucks., and Nuneaton, Warwicks.). Parts of jugs include
(5, 6) stabbed strap-handles of the usual sandy ware with reddish
surface and grey core and (7) one grey, stabbed rod-handle with
splashes of white paint and glaze.
Group B was more mixed, including several eroded grey, shell-filled
sherds, a fine pinkish sandy ware, not typical of Tyler Hill, and perhaps
one sherd that approaches late medieval 'hard ware', but 'Tyler Hill'
68
Cf. Arch. Oant., Ixviii (1964), 132-136, and Figs. 18, 19, nos. 27-32, a pit
from Canterbury ('M 16') dated second half of the thirteenth century. But this
rim-form occurred in excavations by the writers at Dover Castle in a context
preceding a late work of Henry III and the rim-form of no. 2, below, and a
variety of Bouen jug, both also found in 'M 16', occurred at Dover Castle in a
context apparently of 1248 (Journ. Brit. Arch. Asa,, 3rd Ser., xxx (1967), 112 ff.,
nos. II A 1, 2 and II F 2), All the vessels may be second or third quarter of
thirteenth
century.
M
Arch. Oant., as cited in note 68, Fig. 19, nos. 34, 39.
«» Arch. Jowrn., oxxiii (1966), 130, Fig. 14, 10.
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was also present. The nearest to a diagnostic vessel is (8) a small
cooking-pot in a late version of Tyler Hill fabric, orange-brown exterior,
darkened on shoulder and exposed part of rim, grey reduced core, with
slight grooving on the shoulder and the characteristic concave rimflange that seems to appear towards the middle of the fourteenth
century (e.g. at Dover).
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